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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The project Industrial Communication for Factories develops a technology toolkit for a
trustworthy industrial communication and computing infrastructure for the digitalization of
the manufacturing industry. Relevant industrial use-cases will be implemented via real-equipment
demonstrators, thus validating the technology toolkit. The second IC4F white paper presents
the iRefA, the industrial Reference Architecture. It describes the concept of the iRefA and its
components in depth. Furthermore, it describes the User Guidance for System Architects,
which guides system architects through the creation process of industrial system architectures.
Moreover, the IC4F building blocks are described in the first white paper Building Blocks for a
Secure Real-Time Communication and Computing Infrastructure for Industry 4.0.
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The iRefA relies on a holistic top to bottom approach beginning with the use case description
and ending with the solution architecture. The iRefA provides a modular architecture, comprised
of interoperable building blocks, which serves as the skeleton of the Industry 4.0 solutions.
The iRefA bridges the gap between popular generic architectures such as RAMI 4.0 and IIRA
and the architecture of concrete industrial systems. It contains unique properties for accelerating
the creation of enterprise architectures. The iRefA comes with an easy and user-friendly process
consisting of iterative steps as a user guidance. Thus, it provides the means to get from the initial
business idea to the formalized architecture. Accordingly, the iRefA is a framework designed to
support system architects in developing solution architectures for industrial use cases. The iRefA
facilitates Industry 4.0 system architecture creation for major industrial domains including, but
not limited to, factories/manufacturing, logistics centers, or construction sites.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Introduction
The iRefA delivers on IC4F’s vision to provide the technology
for a trustworthy industrial communication and computing
infrastructure for the digitalization of the manufacturing
industry.
With the iRefA, the suitable selection of ICT technology
building blocks based on new Industry 4.0 (I4.0) requirements
and specific migration approaches, will be strongly facilitated
resulting in safe, robust and real-time communication solutions
for the industry.

·· Format: Technology ABB catalog elements for management and control, e.g., industrial networking and industrial
compute
• Provide User Guidance to create compliant solutions
for the distributed industrial cloud
·· Architecting the distributed industrial cloud
·· Architecting industrial use case on top of this cloud
• Create an ecosystem/community, enabled by IC4F’s Toolkit
·· Digital services /architecture (ABBs) lifecycle management

To realize this vision, the iRefA objectives can be
summarized as follows:
• Definition, description and endorsement of the digital services
offered by the I4.0 factory to device and application vendors
·· Endorsement of technologies and their standards, e.g., 5G
·· Publishing key industrial services and corresponding service parameters
·· Format: Technology ABB catalog elements, e.g.,
with industrial networking and industrial compute
• Definition of the management services needed to query,
request and use the offered services
·· Definition of services management operations
and parameters

·· Integrated, tool-based User Guidance
·· Continuous evolution (e.g., blue prints, patterns)
Definition, description and endorsement of the digital
services offered by the I4.0 factoryto device and
application vendors
The iRefA is unique as it focuses on accelerating the creation
of industrial systems and enforcing a modular and servicesoriented system architecture (SOA). This can position the iRefA
as the standard reference architecture not just in Germany but
on a global scale. The iRefA can facilitate I4.0 system creation
for major industrial domains including, but not limited to,
factories/manufacturing, logistics centers, or construction
sites. Technology components providers benefit as the iRefA
demonstrates how their products and solutions can be applied
across industrial domains and, in turn, enables them to develop
compliant products for horizontal markets.

This White Paper presents the iRefA description, which adresses
the objectives of potential stakeholders in its content and
structure. These objectives have been collected from the IC4F
partners who participate in the project in various roles. Appendix
A provides a summary of the prime objectives regarding the
iRefA description, the stakeholder roles which are the source of
the objectives, and how the iRefA description addresses these
objectives.
In compliance with the stakeholders’ objectives regarding
content and structure of the iRefA description, this document
is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the objectives of the
industrial Reference Architecture (iRefA), the scope of the iRefA,
the Differentiating Properties of the iRefA, and the Usage of
the iRefA. Section 3 applies TOGAF®’s enterprise architecture
framework and its architecture development method
fundamentals to document the iRefA as a set of interrelated
Architecture Building Blocks modelled by iRefA’s Metamodel.
The identified building blocks reflect the architecture and
technological principles (e.g. service orientation, distributed
industrial cloud), functional and non-functional requirements
derived from use cases (e.g. scalability) and preconditions
imposed by existing infrastructures. Section 4 provides guidance
to these prime stakeholders in how to apply the iRefA to meet
their objectives best. It explains how the iRefA shall be used to
create concrete industrial systems quickly and efficiently.
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2.1

Scope of the iRefA

First of all, the iRefA is compliant to the Reference Architectural
Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI 4.0), defined in 2016 by the
German Institute for Standardization. Furthermore, the iRefA
specifies the framework – Architecture Building Blocks, User
Guidance, and corresponding Tooling – for modelling and
implementing diverse Industry 4.0 use cases while leveraging
state of the art enterprise architecture concepts and applying
latest technological elements such as 5G, Edge Computing or
Machine Learning. The iRefA provides the conceptual phases of
an industrial system’s creation process and the corresponding
system’s ABBs thus reducing the time to create the architecture
of industrial solutions. The relevance and applicability of the
iRefA to the creation of industrial systems is validated by the
IC4F consortium.
The iRefA applies The Open Group Architecture Framework
(TOGAF®) and its Architecture Development Method (ADM) to
implement a reusable, TOGAF®-compliant enterprise architecture
with its Architecture Building Blocks [1]. This foundation
architecture and corresponding ADM phases cover the conceptual
aspects of the system’s creation process – i.e., the TOGAF® ADM
phases concerned with the Business, Information Systems and
Technology architectures [2]. Consequently, the Architecture
Building Blocks of the iRefA identify the system structure, required
functionality and services in an abstract manner, independent of
products and solutions. This allows for the implementation of I4.0
use cases in an efficient and flexible manner. Efficient because
the iRefA provides a reusable abstract architecture, comprising of
interoperable building blocks, which serves as the skeleton of I4.0
solutions. Flexible because enterprises can decide on how to flesh
out and realize the required functionality and services by selecting
products and solutions.

Specifically, the iRefA considers three architecture domains, in
the following paragraphs referred to as layers, and an overarching
Security Framework on an abstract level (see Fiure 1):
• The Business Layer models the goals and requirements of
the decision makers and Innovation Managers, which are
the starting point for the implementation of a system
compliant with the iRefA. It identifies and models the end
product, related services and the customer delivery system.
• The Information Systems Layer identifies software
applications and data entities that facilitate product
creation, product related services and customer delivery.
• The Technology Layer identifies devices, basic compute,
data storage, and networking services as well as advanced platform services such as synchronization, connectivity, localization and data processing on and beyond
the shop floor. Deterministic and real-time-capable wire
less and wired networking enables compute, data storage,
and platform services across factory locations and device
classes, thus realizing a single distributed industrial cloud.
• The Security Framework spans across Business, Information
Systems and Technology layers. Security ABBs include security
functions and services which provide pluggable security at
each layer meaning several levels of security can be provided
according to the use cases and deployment requirements.
Currently the iRefA focuses on the Technology Layer and the
Security Framework (i.e., ABBs and their relations) because
these layers apply to every industrial use case. The Business and
Information Systems Layers and corresponding ABBs are use case
dependent and may be considered in further iRefA’s extensions.

2.2

Differentiating Properties of the iRefA

The iRefA bridges the gap between business ideas and popular
reference architectures, such as RAMI 4.0 [3] and Industrial
Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) [4], on the one side and
the architecture of concrete industrial systems on the other side.
This gap, which has limited the practical value of many reference
architectures, is closed by the iRefA thanks to these unique
properties:
• The iRefA proves the applicability of enterprise architecture
frameworks for creating industrial reference architecture by
·· Effectively modeling of industrial systems architectures
using a widely accepted enterprise architecture framework
TOGAF® and its ADM to create the iRefA
·· Tailoring TOGAF® to cater for the specifics of the industrial
domain, while maintaining compliance with ISO/IEC/IEEE
42010, Systems and software engineering — Architecture
description standard [5]
• The iRefA shortens the time to market for brown- and
greenfield industrial systems and I4.0 applications by
·· Pre-alignment on relevant requirements derived from use
cases provided by application partners and the members
of the IC4F project via stakeholder workshops
·· Identifying the Architecture Building Blocks, their relations
and fundamental concepts which future proven RAMI
4.0 and iRefA-compliant industrial systems shall exhibit
·· Providing a tested architecture development and
evolution process definition for the conceptual

phases in the design and evolution of software-centric
industrial systems (TOGAF® ADM phases A to D)
·· Documenting and cataloging the Architectural Building
Blocks in an open, reusable format for use, further development and sharing by I4.0 companies in brown- and
greenfield scenarios.
• The iRefA allows the identification of iRefA-compliant
systems by
·· Having established a baseline - the iRefA documented fundamental concepts, properties and principles – to compare
and evaluate architectures of existing industrial systems
·· Providing industrial enterprises with a check list to identify
possible deviations from the target state (an iRefA-compliant system)
• The iRefA is developed by by the IC4F industrial
consortium covering users, researchers and vendors of
industrial products, solutions and systems [6] capable of
·· Validating the applicability of iRefA by the IC4F
industrial consortium and its broad user community across various industrial areas
·· Verifying and fine-tuning the iRefA and the TOGAF®
ADM by applying it in the creation of physical systems –
the IC4F demonstrators
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2.3

Usage of the iRefA

The iRefA shall serve stakeholders, who are responsible for
defining, evaluating, configuring, dimensioning the Business,
Information System and Technology Architectures in their
specific environment for supporting Industry 4.0 use cases.
Specifically, the iRefA and the provided framework target, in the
current work, two stakeholder groups:
• “Innovation Managers” who evaluate needs for I4.0 projects
and decide upon Business and Information System
Architectures
• “System Architects” who define, configure, and dimension
building blocks for Information System and Technology
Architectures
The focus of the iRefA is on the selection of the right technology
and architecture to model user specific I4.0 business ideas and
use cases in almost any type or size of industrial environment, be
it a SME’s shop floor or a large-scale local or globally distributed
manufacturing or logistics environment. The iRefA provides an
ABB catalog, where each ABB reflects key architecture principles
(e.g., service orientation, convergence of IT and OT), generalized
use case requirements, and stakeholders’ concerns.
iRefA’s Framework enforces a structured process to filter ABBs
according to individual use cases and business requirements to,
finally, produce an abstract architecture expressed in an ABB
graph. The resulting ABBs identify the range of solutions needed
to translate the use case specific Industrial System Architecture
(after the iRefA User Guidance has been successfully completed)
into a physical system. These ABBs serve as an input for
procuring the matching SBBs, e.g., a Request for Quotation for

vendors and products addressing ABB’s functions and services.
The main elements of the iRefA Framework – ABB catalog,
Tooling, and User Guidance - and their usage for implementing
I4.0 use cases are shown in Figure 2. The figure highlights
that the iRefA User Guidance (refer to Section 4) is applied to
define the use case specific Business and Information System
architectures and to determine the required sub-set of the IC4F
defined technology and security ABBs (cf. Section 3). The result
of the iRefA User Guidance’s usage is the architecture specific to
the use case.

3.1

Objectives

In the field of architecting industrial systems there is a gap
between popular reference architectures like RAMI 4.0 or
IIRA and real-world industrial systems. The gap is noticeable
when trying to implement a system architected using those
reference architectures in the real world. System architects need
a reference architecture and a process that helps them close
the gap between those two worlds to realize business ideas
on an abstract level that can be instantiated individually with
self-chosen components. The IC4F project will utilize TOGAF®
to bridge the gap between business ideas, popular reference
architectures and real-world industrial systems by means of the
iRefA.
This Section will detail the iRefA concept. Based on
TOGAF®, IC4F developed a layered metamodel consisting
of interconnected Business, Information System, Technology
Layers and a Security Framework. The metamodel is only one
of many artifacts, which represent objects that are used in
the ADM process, to create the reference architecture and to
derive a specific architecture for the considered use case. The
metamodel represents the functions of the building blocks
and their relations to each other. Those relations are used to
model a system for different architecture domains like business,
information system or technology. The connection of and
relations between building blocks are based on a serviceoriented architecture.
Based on the metamodel and building blocks, the IC4F use
cases are being modeled exemplarily for many other industrial
use cases. To show the procedure of developing an abstract
system, this section introduces the structure within the reference

architecture layers and explains the hierarchical model. This
model can be used to interconnect matching building blocks
to a system. The iRefA is used to guide the process from a use
case to an enterprise architecture that can be implemented or
deployed. This process is described in Section 4.
To ease the generation of new building blocks and their
services, the IC4F project developed a template for the building
block descriptions. With this template, building blocks for all
architecture domains can be fully described including their
internal functions and the services they provide to other building
blocks. Additionally, all the relations are covered and important
attributes like service parameters can be declared to give a
nominal range of supported capabilities. Based on the building
block descriptions, artifacts can be created that graphically show
the connection between building blocks.
Finally, the compliance of the iRefA to existing reference
architectures like RAMI 4.0, OpenFog™ and IIRA is shown.
The iRefA should not be a stand-alone reference architecture
that cannot be combined with the mentioned ones but rather
be a gap closing structure to enable the creation of real-world
systems from business ideas.

3.2

Architecture Principles

While creating a new reference architecture, the requirements,
which are driven by new and appealing use cases, must be
carefully reviewed and considered during the early design
phase. Industry 4.0 represents the focus of this work and
the use cases of “Plattform Industrie 4.0” provide the first
source of requirements [7]. Moreover, Industry 4.0 serves as a
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generalization of many concrete use cases that are considered
for development in the near or far future. The second source of
requirements is industry standard products and solutions. The
third source of requirements is the key architectural principles
[1], which shape the architecture (e.g., protection of intellectual
property).
Factories of the future particularly aim at automation on
multiple levels to achieve several goals including increased
flexibility of the production process and zero factory downtime.
A clear trend is heading towards fully automated and ondemand reconfigurable factories by linking different domains
together (e.g., production line and industrial cloud) to form a
large heterogeneous system. By interconnecting various sensors
and actuators along with other devices, such systems enable
new features and functions, which were not possible until now.
Examples are predictive maintenance, i.e., automated detection
of conditions that may lead to malfunctions or production
errors even before they occur, or on-demand machine (re)configuration aiming at production of highly personalized ‘lot
size one’ products.
Considering the above motivation, the key requirements to be
fulfilled by the iRefA (in no particular order) are the following:
Adaptability
To be able to tackle different user application scenarios, the
iRefA should support ease of adaptation to reflect specific user
needs. For this, a use case description, which is created by a
customer, must be used as an input for a structured architecture
development process (e.g., architecture development method as
the TOGAF®'s ADM).
Modularity and interchangeability
The elements of the system addressing similar aspects (e.g.
networking) but using different technology (e.g., WiFi, 4G, 5G)
should be interchangeable in case of changing circumstances.
This requires modular architecture based, e.g., on building
blocks and support of compatible interfaces.
Flexibility and extensibility
To address the highly dynamic market opportunities, the system
design should introduce the possibility to extend the current
system to support new features, technologies and other aspects
in an easy and flexible way. This is achieved by open and/
or standardized interfaces and service parameters within the
building blocks, which allows a fast switch of ABBs in a system
architecture.

Distributed industrial cloud
The distributed industrial cloud principle claims that the
technology - hardware, basic and advanced services – for
hosting distributed factory applications is distributed across
many factory devices (e.g., AGV, wireless Access Point, Switch
Router, IoT Gateway). This contrasts with classic clouds which
centralize hardware and services in a few large data centers.
The distributed industrial cloud enables the portable SW
functions of the Information Systems Layer to be placed
virtually anywhere in the factory, optimally aligned with the use
requirements such as latency and throughput.
Service-oriented design
With service-oriented design, system components provide
services to other system components. When following the
service-oriented architecture design principle, the desired
independence of vendors, products and technologies is
achieved, and the further support of the above requirements
(adaptability, modularity and interchangeability as well as
flexibility and extensibility) is provided. Furthermore, it facilitates
an integration of distributed, independently maintained and
deployed software components. Service orientation is also
realized by services that are provided by each building block to
others.
Programmable networks
The programmable networks principle implies that the
behavior of physical and virtual network elements can be
programmatically controlled by its users i.e., the SW functions
of the Information Systems Layer. As such, programmable
networks represent an instance of service-oriented design,
providing adaptable networking services which meet the
diverse communication requirements of many factory use cases.
Programmability is provided through the service interface of the
networking building block, which abstracts the various wireless,
wired and virtualized networking technologies and hides them
from its users.
Compliance to standards
The existing standards as well as standards that are in active
development (e.g., 5G, WiFi, Edge Computing) shall be
considered during the architecture design to avoid proprietary
solutions and ensure vendor independence. The iRefA addresses
architecture and system standards as well as standards for
technologies, applications and security. They are represented by
a specific attribute in each building block description.

Security/safety/privacy
It is evident that security, safety and privacy concerns need to
be reflected in the resulting architecture and that new systems
must have a secure architecture by design. The iRefA includes a
security domain that has several functions embedded in security
building blocks that can be added to a system architecture.
Usability/ease of use
Having in mind the high complexity of the resulting architecture,
clear, straightforward and adequate structuring and naming as
well as layered view presentation of the architecture elements
shall facilitate the ease of understanding and use of iRefA.
Here, the iRefA represents a basis for a user support tool that
will guide a user through the whole architecture development
process and will suggest possible building blocks that fulfill the
demanded requirements.
The requirements mentioned above serve as a direct inspiration
to the capabilities handled by the architectural building blocks.
Each named requirement is addressed by the iRefA and the
proof points, presented later in this document, confirm that they
are all fulfilled.

3.3

iRefA Architecture Repository
The iRefA Repository is a structured way to manage all artifacts
of the iRefA, artifacts created with the iRefA and relevant
references to external sources that might be needed during the
application of the iRefA framework. Currently, the most specific
content is the ABB Repository and the iRefA metamodel.
The iRefA Architecture Repository provides a well-defined access
on all levels of abstraction for the relevant stakeholders of the
architecture process and thereby enables cooperation among
the stakeholders.
While the IC4F project is focused on the technical aspects
described in this document, an Architecture Repository might
also store information on relevant governance and standards
information valid for specific application domains.
iRefA Metamodel
The iRefA metamodel defines reusable and commonly defined
building blocks for the description of the architecture views and
thereby enables a coherent description of the architecture. The
metamodel distinguishes the Business, Information Systems and
Technology layers. These layer definitions are used in the related
ADM phases.

Artifacts

According to TOGAF®, “Architectural artifacts are created in
order to describe a system, solution, or state of the enterprise”
[8].
In the context of the iRefA, there are two different kinds of
artifacts. The first kind of artifact called “iRefA artifacts” is
provided by the iRefA and serve as input for the architect. They
are for example a catalog of architectural building blocks (ABBs)
or templates for the description of use cases. The second kind
of artifact called “user artifacts” is a result of the architecture
generation and represents an output generated by the
architects. An example of a user artifact is the description of an
actual use case.

iRefA Artifacts
This section describes the artifacts provided by the iRefA, i.e.,
mainly documentation, models and templates.
iRefA Description
The iRefA description is basically the document at hand. It
describes the iRefA in detail and serves as a manual for the
stakeholders involved in the creation of architectures.

ABB Catalog
One of the most important outcomes of the iRefA is the
definition of Architectural Building Blocks (ABBs) suited
for the specific needs of the definition of architectures for
I4.0 use cases. The ABBs are structured according to the
iRefA metamodel and address the different layers (business,
information, technology). The ABB catalog is used to store,
access and manage such ABBs.
iRefA ABBs follow a template that enforces the formulation
of keywords and relations between building blocks. The ABB
catalog should provide support in accessing the ABBs in a
structured way utilizing this keywords and relations to ease the
use for the relevant stakeholders in the ADM phases of Business,
Information System and Technology architectures’ definition.
Use Case Template
The basis of the creation of an architecture modeled with the
iRefA is a use case description. To give some guidance for the
user a use case template, suitable for the description of I4.0 use
cases is provided (cf. Appendix D ). The template guides the
user through the process of describing the use case supported
by checklists and questionnaires that support collecting the
information needed for the next steps of the ADM.
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User Artifacts
This section describes the artifacts provided by the user in the
process of creating a concrete architecture.

• Further supporting questionnaires, such as: Informationsystem elements and their usage, potential technologies
for the solution and criteria for the selection, …
The formalized use case description is mainly an input for the
Information Systems and Technology architectures.

Initial Solution Idea
The initial solution idea is the first documentation of the
problem which the architecture should address as well as
potentially the first ideas how the problem could be solved. The
initial solution idea can be described without specific form. In
most cases it will be a collection of different inputs in form of
slides or mind-maps, pictures from brainstorming sessions and
any other helpful material.
The initial solution idea might include (but not be restricted
to) the use case specific material oriented on the TOGAF®
Architecture Vision, i.e.
• Problem statement

Business Architecture
The Business Architecture describes the business impact,
interaction with business processes, and information needs of
the intended solution.
While the business architecture is not in the focus of the more
technical architecture intent of IC4F, it provides value in terms of
• Communicating and verifying the solution from value
generation perspective with the stakeholders
• Identifying additional and potentially more
non-functional requirements

·· List of issues/scenarios to be addressed
·· List of stakeholders and their concerns
• Value chain diagram – how does the solution contribute value
• Solution concept diagram – first ideas
for the solution and its feasibility
The initial solution idea should give a framing of the
problem to be solved and serves as input for the creation of the use case description and Business, Information System and Technology architectures.
Use Case Description
The use case description formalizes the input available from the
initial solution idea, guided by the use case template (Section
3.3.1.5).
The main content of the use case description is:
• Textual description of the use case
• List of actors, i.e., persons, network infrastructure
and devices/agents
• Exact scoping of the use case – what is in and
what is out of scope
• Requirements, e.g., performance parameters

For this purpose, the business architecture may use ABBs
according a specific business metamodel and suited modeling
approaches, e.g., class models to evaluate the business value
of information exchanged between information present in the
solution under development. Such models can also serve as
valuable input to the Information System Architecture.

Information System Architecture
The term Information System Architecture summarizes the data
and application architecture. The data architecture describes
the structure and interaction of the solution’s major types and
sources of data, logical data assets, physical data assets, and
data management resources. The application architecture
is closely related to the data architecture and deals with
functionalities and interfaces between data entities on different
aggregation levels.
The Information System Architecture may take up ABBs from
the Information System Layer in the Metamodel. A specific
documentation of the Information System Architecture might
contain, but not be restricted to
• Business data models

• Models for data management and interoperability
aspects (e.g., encoding)

3.4

• Aggregation of data and interfaces

The iRefA is a pragmatic enterprise architecture for industrial
systems guided by TOGAF®’s ADM as it delivers well-defined
and reusable ABBs which with the help of a toolkit1 allows
enterprise architects or other stakeholders define and extend
easily future-proof architectures for those systems. The iRefA
covers commonly accepted main dimensions of the overall
architecture like Business, Information System and Technology.
Security is an overarching architectural dimension integrated in
the iRefA. These four dimensions are further broken down in
IC4F and represented in a layered way as depicted in Figure 1.

• Non-functional requirements of the Information System
Architecture that refine the requirements in the use
case description
Specific attention is given to the non-functional requirements
of the Information Systems Architecture like for example the
latency or security aspects of data exchange. Indeed, these
requirements influence the selection of technical solutions in the
Technology Architecture.

Technology Architecture
The iRefA Technology Architecture takes up the TOGAF®
Technology Architecture definition and represents a description
of the structure and interaction of the platform services, and
logical and physical technology components needed for the
intended solution [9].
The Technology Architecture makes use of the technology
ABBs (ABB-T) defined according the Metamodel. Other
important inputs are given by the use case description and the
refined requirements, considering the results of the Business
and Information System Architectures. Furthermore, existing
architectures or architecture patterns from the architecture
repository may be used.
The documentation/result of the Technology Architecture
contains (but is not restricted to):
• Graph of ABB-Ts from relevant iRefA architecture
sub-layers (cf. Section 3.4), i.e., device, networking,
compute, data storage, connectivity, localization,
data processing, and synchronization
• Reasoning for the choice of ABB-Ts
• Placement of ABBs – assignment between hardware
options and functional building blocks. A deployment
will then be part of the implementation phase.

iRefA Architecture Layers

Horizontally, the iRefA has several architectural layers where
the focus is mainly on the Technology and Information System
Layers. The iRefA doesn’t cover the Business Layer in detail but
it is represented in the architecture of Figure 1 to emphasize the
strong link between the business and the others architectural
domains. The levels of business strategy, goals, organization
and key business processes are crucial for the success of the
iRefA. Indeed, these layers are the main concern for the IC4F
stakeholders (refer to Appendix A ) that are the driving force
for the iRefA to be substantiated and mastered in the IC4F use
cases with IC4F physical components.
From use case descriptions (e.g., the descriptions of the IC4F
demonstrators) architects derive and identify business services
for which the iRefA provides a set of logical components and
fundamental capabilities required to fulfill the underlying service
key functions.
Further down in the iRefA, the other two main subject areas of
iRefA are in the Information System Layer and cover application
and data services. The Application Architecture domain provides
Architectural Building Blocks for the individual applications and
functional components to be deployed and their interactions
and relationships to the core business processes of the
organization. The target of the IC4F Application Architecture
domain is mainly to deliver distributed applications based
on configurable communication and computing services,
capable of providing secure, robust, real-time industrial (but
also best effort) communication according to the application
needs. Examples are the services for Distributed Data Storage
and services for sensor data analysis and visualization in a
decentralized or distributed industrial environment.

• Logical data models

1

The IC4F Toolkit is under planning.
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In the Data Architecture domain, the focus is on the structure
of the data assets and data management resources. The data
assets, called data entities, are what an application or function
acts upon. Indeed, an application may create, read, update
or delete data entity objects. The main objectives of the Data
Architecture domain are the definition of data ownership as well
as encouraging effective data sharing and re-use.
The logical software and hardware capabilities upon which
the upper business, and information system services run are
grouped in the iRefA in three sub-layers of the Technology
Architecture Layer: Hardware, Basic Services and Advanced
Services. These sub-layers may be further broken down into
several sub-domains – in the IC4F terminology called ABB root
types. From the technology root ABBs many other ‘child’ ABBs
may be defined. The root ABB is the first ABB visible to any
other layer. This fine granularity of the technology ABBs allows
for a flexible setting of the Industrial Enterprise Architecture and
its future extensions.

deployment of virtualization technologies; edge computing and
low latency computing. Examples are container technology,
Mobile Edge computing and industrial distributed clouds.
Data Storage
The data storage services such as storage of, accessibility to,
operations on data in an industrial IT environment. Other
relevant aspects of the IC4F storage are disaster recovery, access
control and backup. Examples are the secure distribution of data
in an edge computing scenario or efficient replication of data
between backup systems and industrial components.

The root types of the Advanced Services sub-layer are:
Connectivity
Conceptually, these functions are aligned with the OSI model’s
layers above the Network Layer (Layers 4 to 7). Examples
are the connectivity transport such as OASIS’ Message
Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) and the Open Platform
Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA).

The root type of the Hardware sub-layer is:
Device
Devices are to be understood as abstract heterogeneous
physical devices that have different processing, storage and
communication requirements in the industrial system. They
also interact with the physical world like sensors and actuators.
The related services encompass capabilities to retrieve sensor
information, control actuators, localize assets, provide
computation power, physical storage space, network access,
and enable humans to interact with devices.

The root types of the Basic Services sub-layer are:
Networking
The networking functions including technologies for the
exchange of information within and between applications;
management, control, measurement and monitoring of
communication; transmission and traffic flow definitions.
Conceptually these functions are aligned with the OSI model’s
(Open Systems Interconnection model) layers Physical, Data Link
and Network (Layers 1 to 3). Examples are 5G NR connectivity or
TSN Ethernet connectivity.
Compute
The compute functions such as allocation and orchestration of
virtual computing resources for applications; management and

Localization
These functions cover technologies and services that provide
tracking, positioning and location management of assets.
Examples are localization of devices and geo-fencing.
Data Processing
These functions are taking care of the collection, aggregation,
pre-analysis and optimization of industrial data. Examples are
services for the handling of live and historical data and early
processing of data to reduce data traffic between the industrial
edge cloud and the Cloud.
Synchronization
The synchronization functions concern mainly frequency, phase
and time synchronization and network-wide synchronous
communication. Examples are network-based time
synchronization protocols.
The iRefA takes care of the structure of each of the domains’
components such as the root ABBs and their child ABBs, their
inter-relationships and provides the guidelines to define and
support evolution of industrial systems.
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FIGURE 3: ITERATIVE BEHAVIOR OF THE IREFA ARCHITECTURE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

This section describes a key value-add of the iRefA, a structured
and user-friendly process for the creation of new industrial
systems while leveraging state-of-the-art architecture concepts
and applying latest technology developments such as 5G, Edge/
Fog/Cloud Computing, artificial intelligence, etc. With this, the
iRefA helps to minimize the time to market for new Industry 4.0
systems and products.
Having in mind the fundamental elements of the iRefA such
as the metamodel and Architecture Building Blocks (Section 3)
as well as prime stakeholders and their viewpoints, this section
shows iRefA’s stakeholders how to apply the iRefA to create
new, future-proof industrial solutions in a very efficient way.

4.1

Main Objectives of the User Guidance

After the creation of a vision of a new use case, the
development of a new architecture for the industrial (e.g.,
manufacturing) system is required. This drives the development
of corresponding and compliant products and solutions. The
user guidance supports the work of Innovation Managers and
System Architects (Appendix B ), defined here as the prime
stakeholders, i.e., customers of the iRefA, to create architectures
for new industrial systems. Moreover, the state-of-the-art
architectural principles (Section 3.2) as well as the stakeholders’
concerns are used as an input for the definition of iRefA as well
as applying it to new industrial ideas.
The TOGAF®’s ADM has been utilized not just to define
the iRefA (an abstract and generalized industrial reference
architecture) but also to form the basis for the process of
applying the iRefA to a specific use case which results in
development of a concrete Industrial Enterprise Architecture.
More precisely, the process of application of iRefA focusses
on the phase B (Business Architecture), phase C (Information

Systems Architecture), and phase D (Technology Architecture) of
the TOGAF®’s ADM. The ADM’s order of the phases has been
kept unchanged. However, the input and output elements and
artifacts have been adjusted to satisfy the Industry 4.0 needs.
The process, presented in this section, introduces a practical user
guidance as an iterative sequence of structured steps and starts
with the formalization of the solution vision in form of a use
case description. Each architecture development step includes
the description of the required tasks, corresponding actors that
interact and use the iRefA, input and output elements that
consist out of the iRefA and user artifacts from Section 3.3. The
process considers the requirements’ lists and technical principles
as well as viewpoints and layers from Sections 3. Based on IC4F’s
experience, this section provides important hints at the end of
each step description.

4.2

for the development of a new industrial solution. The updated
iRefA-compliant use case description as well as the business
architecture are the main outcomes of this step.
Step 3: Information System Architecture. As defined
in Section 3.4, the Information System Layer describes the
application and data entities of the future industrial solution
as well as the relations between them and the Business and
Technology architectures.
Step 4: Technology Architecture. The Technology Architecture
(see Section 3.4) provides the main outcome of the architecture
development process giving the start of either system, product
or generally solution development process (see Section 4.2.7).
Here, the user can highly appreciate the use of meaningful
tooling to find the best match of different technologies for the
required solution.

Applying the IC4F iRefA to
Derive Concrete Architectures

Step 5: Result Review. The review of the results concludes
the architecture development process. The experience collected
during the development process can be stored as one or several
successful architecture patterns in the pattern catalog, which
is a part of the iRefA architecture repository. This can result
in an update of the iRefA itself and support the next user in
developing a similar architecture in a more efficient way.
As mentioned above, the main participants/users in the
architecture development process supported by iRefA are the
Innovation Manager and System Architect. In the scope of the
architecture development, their activity is to be distributed as
shown in Table 1.
Each step has an input, the main process according to the
provided description and an output as depicted in Figure 4. The
details of each step are given in the following subsections. Both
– input and output – consist of a general case of two groups of
artifacts: iRefA as well as user artifacts.

The process of applying the iRefA consists of five iterative steps
(see Figure 3), which are introduced in the next subsections.
Steps

1

2

3

4

5

Formalization
of the idea

Business
Architecture

Information
System
Architecture

Technology
Architecture

Result
Review

Innovation
Manager

Active contributor

Active contributor

Supporter

Supporter

Supporter/ Receiver

System
architect

Partially active
contributor

Partially active contributor

Active
contributor

Active
contributor

Active contributor

General Description of the Main Steps
The iRefA’s steps for the development of new architectures are:
Step 1: Formalization of the Initial Idea and Use Case
Overview. Driven by the stakeholders’ concerns and
requirements, an initial version of the use case description is
generated during this step.
Step 2: Business Architecture. Innovation Managers provide
the Business Architecture (see Section 3.4) as the main directive

TABLE 1: ACTIVITY OF THE INNOVATION MANAGER AND SYSTEM ARCHITECT IN THE ARCHITECTURE DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS GUIDED BY IREFA
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ITERATION/IMPROVEMENT LOOP
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STEP #.
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USER ARTIFACTS

iRefA ARTIFACTS		

INPUT

RESPONSIBLE STAKEHOLDERS:
INNOVATION MANAGER AND SYSTEM ARCHITECT

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

USER ARTIFACTS

iRefA ARTIFACTS

iRefA ARTIFACTS

· IREFA DESCRIPTION

· INITIAL SOLUTION

· USE CASE TEMPLATE

IDEA

· IREFA ARCHITECTURE
REPOSITORY

USER ARTIFACTS
· INITIAL USE CASE DESCRIPTION
(WITH SYSTEM VISION, CONCERNS AND
REQUIREMENTS, FIRST MATCH)

· IREFA TOOLKIT

FIGURE 5: STEP 1 OF THE USER GUIDANCE

FIGURE 4: GENERAL DEFINITION OF A USER GUIDANCE STEP

• Step 1: Formalization of the Initial Idea 			
and Use Case Overview
Applying iRefA, the process of generation of an Industrial
Enterprise Architecture starts with reviewing all necessary information and artifacts as given in Section 3.3. Here, it is assumed
that the user is already familiar with the iRefA process. Figure 5
provides an overview of the main elements for this step. These
include the iRefA artifacts (e.g., iRefA description incl. metamodel description, iRefA use case template, iRefA architecture
repository, iRefA user support tools aka the iRefA Toolkit) and
initial user artifacts (e.g., initial solution vision incl. user preferred technologies, use case description). Most of the mentioned
artifacts were defined earlier in this document (see Section 3.3).
However, two artifacts require a more detailed specification at
this point:
• iRefA Architecture Repository: It represents a database
of all architecture-specific elements required during the iRefA
architecture development process. This repository includes
the ABB catalog as well as the Architecture Pattern Catalog.
The latter consists of the well-known architectures that have
been developed earlier using the iRefA and have been proven
to achieve high quality results. With the pattern catalog, the
successful patterns, learned previously, can be reused for new
architectures - saving time and costs.
• iRefA Toolkit: Partially or fully automated tools can guide
users through the architecture development process to find the
best match to the specified use case in the existing repositories
of Architecture Building Blocks (iRefA ABB catalog) or known
and well-established architecture patterns (iRefA pattern catalog). Having the basic artifacts and prior to the initial genera-

tion of the use case description, the prime stakeholders define
the key user concerns and requirements for the system to be
developed as described below.
• Sub-step: Collecting concerns and requirements. The
IC4F project has identified stakeholders’ concerns towards an
industrial ICT infrastructure. As a starting point for the requirements specification, the iRefA user guidance provides a set of
typical requirements and constraints to the users from which
they can select suitable ones for their concrete problem or use
case. After the list of the stakeholders’ concerns and requirements is defined, the iRefA Toolkit can check it to ensure it is
consistent, complete, correct, and operationally defined.
• Sub-step: Use case description. The initial use case description is done by the Innovation Manager using the iRefA
use case template (as described in Appendix D ). During the
architecture development process, this description evolves,
and many new details are added or adjusted depending on
the requirements and existing technological, economical, or
regulatory constraints. The systems/technologies/elements that
the architecture can make use of, and that do not require to be
covered explicitly by the architecture (e.g., Wireless Internet Access) shall be listed as “preconditions”. Furthermore, circumstances that are fixed or predefined by the environment can
be also listed as “preconditions” (e.g., presence/limitations of
the on-site power supply, metal/concrete walls). To specify the
focus of the use case, the “In scope” description shall be used.
To exclude the unwanted foci, the “out of scope” part shall be
added to the use case description.Having the basic artifacts and
prior to the initial generation of the use case description, the
prime stakeholders define the key user concerns and requirements for the system to be developed as described below.

• Sub-step: iRefA Architecture Repository matching.
Having the initial version of the use case description, the first
match towards already available architectures with a similar
subset of concerns and requirements as well as preselection of
well matching patterns that cover one or multiple functional/
nonfunctional requirements can be performed (e.g., monitoring with large number of sensors, location tracking and
navigation of AGVs for intralogistics, secure remote access,
mobile HMI with safety). Such patterns or even complete
architectures should include a detailed description consisting of
meaningful names, function and feature descriptions, graphical representation, requirements profiles (e.g., low latency,
low energy consumption), technical principles, ABB lists, etc.

·· Hint 1.5: The list of the most frequent questions, prepared
in advance, can be very beneficial for the identification of
the key architectural component. Such a list can become
a basis for a catalog of the most useful questions being
part of the iRefA checklist (to be available in the future).
·· Hint 1.6: The condition to proceed to the next
step is the integration into the use case description of all details that have clear specification at this
point. Ambiguous elements should be noted during this step, clarified during one of the next steps
and only then added to the use case description.
·· Further steps are described in the next sub-sections.

Using experience collected while applying iRefA to the use cases
selected in IC4F, the following hints have been identified:
Step 2: Business Architecture
·· Hint 1.1: It is beneficial to specify details (e.g., data
entities and corresponding data size, latency, jitter, reliability) to the requirements provided by the Innovation
Manager and System Architect as it can help in choosing
one aspect from a list of similar ones at a later stage.
·· Hint 1.2: Some requirements might be hidden and not
explicitly defined; these need to be identified/extracted
in further steps and added to the use case description.
·· Hint 1.3: Involved actors, being a vital part of the use
case description, should be structured as, e.g., included
resources, people, devices, networks, applications.
·· Hint 1.4: It is advisable to visit the customer’s location, where the system to be designed will be
later installed, and observe the processes and actors involved in real-life environment.

This step focuses on the creation of the upper layer in the iRefA
architecture view known as Business Layer. For this, the iRefAcompliant use case description generated in the previous step is
used. The details of the Business Layer are provided in Section
3. The overview of the key elements of this step are pictured in
Figure 6.
Business Architecture is derived from the use case description
and provides in the first place a graphical representation of
the general scope, involved actors, their relations and provided
services. The preconditions and the scope described in the use
case play hence an important role and shall be considered for
the generation of the Business Architecture. As mentioned
in the previous step, the involved actors include people,
devices, networks, applications and resources in general.
All actors mentioned in the use case must be present in the
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DESCRIPTION: CREATE AND ENHANCE THE
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INNOVATION MANAGER AND SYSTEM ARCHITECT

INPUT

STEP 3.
DESCRIPTION: CREATE AND ENHANCE THE
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iRefA ARTIFACTS

· IREFA DESCRIPTION
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· USE CASE
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· PRECONDITIONS

· ABB REPOSITORY
(ABB TYPE B)

REQUIREMENTS, FIRST MATCH)

· SCOPE

		

DESCRIPTION

USER ARTIFACTS
· INITIAL USE CASE DESCRIPTION

As in previous step, a matching with existing business
architectures, which are stored in iRefA Architecture
Repository, can be performed. In case of automated matching
using the iRefA Toolkit, the resulting matches can be graded
by the user and thus increase or decrease of the acceptance
value of the match proposed by the system. In such a way, the
system learns the most valuable matches improving the overall
matching ratio.
The hints for this step, which have been identified during the
evaluation, are as follows
·· Hint 2.1: Similar to other steps, multiple iterations help to
improve the outcome of this step. From IC4F’s experience,
the repetitions take less time in comparison to the first run.
·· Hint 2.2: It is important to specify the definition of
each element in the list of actors to avoid ambiguity.
·· Hint 2.3: In case of identification of new actors or preconditions during this step, an update of the use case description as well as a new consistency check are required.

RESPONSIBLE STAKEHOLDERS:
SYSTEM ARCHITECT

iRefA ARTIFACTS

iRefA ARTIFACTS

· IREFA DESCRIPTION
(BUSINESS LAYER)

· USE CASE
DESCRIPTION

· IREFA ARCHITECTURE
REPOSITORY

· BUSINESS
ARCHITECTURE

OUTPUT

USER ARTIFACTS
· UPDATED USE CASE DESCRIPTION
· INFORMATION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

· ABB REPOSITORY 		
(ABB TYPE DE AND A)

FIGURE 7: STEP 3 OF THE USER GUIDANCE

FIGURE 6: STEP 2 OF THE USER GUIDANCE

Business Architecture. With the creation of the business view,
a consistency check of the actors list, preconditions and scope
is performed. Any additional element identified in this step
shall be used for the improvement and further specification
of the use case description. To ease the development process
of the Business Architecture, a prepared set of the business
ABBs from the ABB repository with type B (i.e., ABB-B) shall
be used. Applying prepared ABBs, the user profits from the
high-quality and future-proof elements that have been created
and described by experts. Furthermore, the complex relations
(e.g., specialization, composition, and serving) among elements
are already integrated in the ABBs description and ensure the
correctness and completeness of the resulting architecture.

INPUT

·· Hint 2.4: The condition to proceed to the next
step is the integration of all actors from the use
case description into the business architecture as well as consideration of all preconditions.
Despite the fact that the Business Layer is not in the focus of
IC4F, its Architecture Building Blocks may be developed using
the same technique used for other layers.

Step 3: Information System Architecture
This step focuses on the creation of the architecture for
the Information System Layer of iRefA. From now on, the
architecture is developed by system architects only. However, if
required, the feedback and discussions with Innovation Manager
must be possible to still enable the further specification and
clarification of use case components.
As a starting point in Step 3 (see the key elements in Figure 7),
the System Architect should answer the following questions in
the specified order (these questions are stored in the question
catalog being part of the iRefA checklists):
• What are the used logical data assets and data management
resources in the provided use case description?
• While reviewing the Business Architecture, created in the
previous step, what applications, processes or activity
blocks use the defined data entities or are required by a user
or a system?
·· The answers to the above questions provide the basis for
the Information System Architecture. Similar to Step 2, the

user should select the ABBs from the ABB repository that
correspond to the identified data entities (ABB-DE) as well
as applications (ABB-A). The relation between ABB-DE and
ABB-A is usually described as “access” and is present in the
description of ABB-DE and ABB-A elements.
The hints for this step, which have been identified during
the evaluation, are as follows:

required. The system architect, guided by the key requirements
and concerns documented in the use case description, selects
a minimal subset of elements from the root ABBs that should
serve all data entities and application services from the System
Information Architecture. Examples for root ABBs are the following: Compute, Data Storage, Networking, etc. (cf. Section 3.4).
Next, the specification of technologies as child ABBs that match

·· Hint 3.1: As it is difficult to identify all data entities in one
step, it is advisable to start with the most obvious information elements that are used during the operation.

the use case requirements is performed for each root ABB. The

·· Hint 3.2: It is beneficial to identify the data entities and
applications in pairs. Furthermore, the following questions can help to search for further relations to already identified elements in the system: Is there another
process or application that uses this data entity? What
other information is used by this application/process?

the service parameters specified in the use case description. Mo-

·· Hint 3.3: Data entities may represent constant information that does not change during the system life time.

specified service parameters).

·· Hint 3.4: If there are no new findings, the transition to the next step is advisable.

Sub-step: Selection of Devices. After all data entities and

well-defined structure of iRefA ABB repository supports thereby
the user in selecting the most appropriate child ABBs that cover
reover, through the pre-defined dependencies in the iRefA ABB
repository, further ABBs are automatically recommended to the
one selected by the user. In case these ABBs represent multiple
heterogeneous options, the System Architect needs to remove
the unwanted ones (the decision is done again based on the

application services, which have been introduced in the system
information step, are covered by the set of the selected ABBs,
the identification of suitable devices (ABB-T/S devices) based

Step 4: Technology Architecture
Technology architecture, as introduced in Section 3.4,
describes the logical software and hardware components that
are required to support the deployment of business, data, and
application services. So, the outcome of the earlier steps serves
as input for the Technology Architecture development as seen
in Figure 8. First, the identification of the key technologies is

on the technical requirements is performed. For this all selected
ABB-T/S elements must be mapped to at least one device. E.g.,
in case of “5G Communication”, a child of the ABB-T “Wireless
Networking” and of the root ABB-T “Networking”, has been
selected, a corresponding device named “NR-New Radio” needs
to be added in the Technology Architecture and linked to the
“5G Communication” ABB-T.
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The iRefA takes the opportunity to unleash the building block

4.4 iRefA Toolkit

idea and expands it towards Solution Building Blocks (SBB),
iRefA ARTIFACTS

iRefA ARTIFACTS

· IREFA DESCRIPTION
(BUSINESS LAYER)

· USE CASE

· IREFA ARCHITECTURE
REPOSITORY
· ABB REPOSITORY
(ABB TYPE T/S)

		

DESCRIPTION
(SERVICE PARAMETERS)

· INFORMATION
SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE

which are used to create a so-called Solution Architecture. In

The iRefA Toolkit has been already introduced at the beginning

this way, the Industrial Enterprise Architecture is mapped on the

of this section. The benefits of applying such a tool for creation

USER ARTIFACTS

SBBs. Moreover, the last step of the iRefA can further consider

of new architecture views – including Business, System Informa-

· UPDATED USE CASE DESCRIPTION

the requirements of the following Solution Architecture step.

tion and Technology architectures – have been identified and are
as follows:

· TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURE

4.3

Extending the iRefA

After the architecture design phase of the desired solution is
FIGURE 8: STEP 4 OF THE USER GUIDANCE

over and the corresponding system becomes operational, an integration of the architecture views including Business, Information System and Technology architectures into the Architecture

Sub-step: Placement of Services on Devices. Since the same
services may run on different devices as well as a single device

Step 5: Result Review and Feedback
to iRefA

may support multiple services simultaneously, it is of a vital
importance to carefully define an appropriate placement for

After the first four steps are done, the corresponding

services on devices. Here, the service parameters and ABB device

completeness check of all outcomes concludes the first iteration

capabilities must match. For example, a compute service may

of the development of an Industrial Enterprise Architecture. It is

be placed on a central cloud server device in case the latency

strongly advisable not to stop at this point, but rather repeat all

requirement is relaxed enough, otherwise a close edge compu-

steps again. In the second iteration, the better understanding

ting server is required.

of the required solution and more accurate specification of
parameters help to improve the results of every step and hence

Lastly, the final check of the Technology Architecture can be

to boost the quality of the process outcome.

performed. During this check, conflicts between ABBs or ABB
groups may be detected. The architect (optionally with support

The experience collected during the development process can be

of the iRefA Toolkit) has to resolve these conflicts by removing

stored as one or several successful architecture patterns in the

or adding ABBs.

pattern catalog. As mentioned previously, the pattern catalog
is a part of the iRefA architecture repository and can be used to

The hints for this step, which have been identified,

minimize the time of the architecture development process by

are as follows:

guaranteeing the high efficiency of the resulting system. The

·· Hint 4.1: The selection of ABBs, starting from root ABBs
and followed by their child ABBs, seems to be trivial at
the beginning. However, the challenge is to select the
most suitable ABBs from the list of many similar ones. It is
advisable to read the short description of those ABBs, incl.
the service parameters, that seem to match the requirements prior to adding them to the architecture structure.
·· Hint 4.2: Since the list of service parameters that need
to be considered can grow large, it is advisable to select
the most stringent service parameters and consider them
in the first line while selecting ABBs and ABB devices.
·· Hint 4.3: It is beneficial to use a tree structure of the ABB
groups that have multiple options. This helps to keep the
focus on the decision.

growth of the architecture repository can even contribute to
an update of the iRefA itself supporting the idea of continuous
improvement.

Pattern Catalog, being part of the iRefA architecture repository,
should follow. With this, the database of operation-proven
architectures gets extended and the feedback to the iRefA framework is provided. To improve the reusability of the architecture views, the identification of typical architecture patterns for
each architecture view is beneficial. As an example, the use of
wireless communication pattern can be specified as a separate
module consisting of multiple interrelated ABBs with focus on
the wireless communication feature.
In general, a pattern may include several options, from which
the user needs to select one or a subset. This selection can be
supported by the iRefA Toolkit. Here, the iRefA architecture
repository represents the knowledge and experience base that
gets extended and improved with every new successful architecture design case.
The definition of iRefA has not been fixed to a specific domain
and yet all the examples and provided use case studies address
mainly the aspects of computation, communication and security

This subsection gives an answer to the question: What happens
after the Industrial Enterprise Architecture has been created?
The architecture lays the foundation required for the implementation of a concrete solution.

• The generation of the Information System Architecture
can also be supported by the iRefA Toolkit. At this point,
a questionnaire is suitable to go over questions structured
in a tree form. As in the previous step, an automated preselection can be performed for unambiguous decisions.
• The use of the iRefA Toolkit can be highly beneficial for
the Technology Architecture design phase since the user
would only get a shortened list of ABBs, among which he
would select a subset. The tool can automatically identify
the relations between ABBs using the corresponding information from the ABBs description. The redundant or
conflicting building blocks are detected by the tool and, in
case of obvious decisions, resolved by the iRefA Toolkit in an
autonomous manner. Another benefit of using the Toolkit,
is the clear arrangement of many ABBs in a single view or
clear separation of a complex structure on different views.

only. Nevertheless, the iRefA usage can be very broad and the
provided viewpoints as well as building blocks examples serve
as orientation for extension towards other domains and new
technologies.

Solution Architecture and Next Steps 		
Beyond iRefA

• The iRefA Toolkit can support the user in generating the
business architecture by creating an automated view profiting
from the structure of the use case description. Furthermore,
multiple options (e.g., several ABB-Bs matching the same
criterion) can appear from which the user need to select
one or a subset. Such options can be identified by the iRefA
Toolkit and shown to the user in a structured way with a short
description for each option. An automated preselection can
be performed as well, however, in this case, the user must
receive a notification about the decision made by the Toolkit.

The iRefA Toolkit is subject to further study and development
and will definitely ensure that all architectural products are
kept up-to-date and never allowed to become obsolete. Using
the iRefA Toolkit, the maintenance and expandability of iRefA
artifacts including the iRefA architecture repository is optimally
safeguarded. With respect to the complexity of current systems,
one of the main features of the iRefA Toolkit becomes the
completeness and operation checks. Applying the iRefA, the integration and management of the results into the growing iRefA
architecture repository can be handled in an automated way.
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APPENDIX A
STAKEHOLDERS’ OBJECTIVES

Objective
Reference

Objective

Stakeholder role

Implications for iRefA

iRefA_Obj-3

Reveal gaps in a factory’s information
and communication infrastructure (-->
“standard ICT solutions”). Areas of
interest: security, deployment, network
topology, management and analysis

Researcher /
Component
Developer, System
Architects

The iRefA description expresses factory ICT
as a set of interrelated abstract Architecture
Building Blocks, developed in line with
TOGAF®, providing services (Sections 3).
The iRefA includes a checklist to decide if
real-world systems are complete and iRefAcompliant (Appendix C ).

iRefA_Obj-4

The iRefA shall guide architects in
devising architecture descriptions of
systems that incorporate core elements
of the reference architecture

System Architects

The iRefA description is the result of the
TOGAF® ADM phases A to D, compliant
with ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010. IC4F provides a
standards-based view model and address
the concerns of the key stakeholders.

These objectives have been collected from the IC4F partners
who participate in the project in various roles.

Objective
Reference

Objective

Stakeholder role

Implications for iRefA

iRefA_Obj-1

The iRefA description shall convey the
particularities of IC4F's (technology)
solutions to internal and external
stakeholders. The iRefA shall define
precise wording to describe the IC4F
problem and solution space.

System Architects,
Factory Operator,
Factory Owner

This deliverable identifies:

iRefA_Obj-2

Provide concrete answers (suitable
technologies, standards or reference
implementations) how to solve typical
problems in a factory’s information
and communication infrastructure
(--> “standard solutions” if possible).
Areas of interest: network security,
network deployment, network
technology, network topology, network
management and network analysis

System Architects,
Factory Operator

• Differentiating properties of the iRefA
(Section 1)
• Tailormade metamodel for modeling the
iRefA
• Architecture principle and non-functional
requirements derived from use cases
(Section 3.2)
and provide:
• a project glossary (Appendix E )

This iRefA description and Metamodel are
designed for re-use. To be more specific,
this iRefA is structure such that it can
easily get extended according to TOGAF®
ADM phases E to H to create architecture
descriptions of physical systems (Section 3).
The incorporation of iRefA core elements is
guaranteed by reusing this description and
its content for the architecture descriptions
of physical systems.
iRefA_Obj-5

Define and classify the functions and
sub-functions of a factory’s information
and communication infrastructure

System Architects

The iRefA is expressed as a set of related
Architecture Building Blocks (ABBs). These
ABBs are classified into business, data
entity, application, technology and security
and represent the complete factory ICT.
Furthermore, the iRefA defines technology
root ABBs as the ICT foundation to create
factory applications (Section 3).
The iRefA description is complemented
by the iRefA tooling to show the relations
between ABBs and to generate views
of specific aspects and layers of the
architecture determined by stakeholders’
concerns.

iRefA_Obj-6

All architecture elements in the reference
architecture shall be motivated by
stakeholder concerns

Architect; Assessor;
Developer

The iRefA description incorporates the
TOGAF® philosophy – iRefA follows the
TOGAF® ADM and thus addresses key
stakeholders and their concerns.

The iRefA defines Architecture Building
Blocks, which identify and describe reusable
services (e.g., communication, compute,
data-storage, security) - Section 3.
The iRefA description then describes how
to create real world systems leveraging the
tooling, process and abstract ABBs of the
iRefA.
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APPENDIX B
SYSTEM ARCHITECT AND
INNOVATION MANAGER ROLES

• Partitioning large systems into (successive layers of) subsystems and components each of which can be handled by a
single engineer, team of engineers, or subordinate architect
[10]:
Ú Modularity (ABBs) and Service Orientation of iRefA
Ú Concern / Views showing the Technology Layer, e.g.
each root with their consumed ABBs / services

The role description of a System Architect has been modified
from [10] and [11]. The key aspects are listed here:

• Performing cost–benefit analyses to determine whether
requirements are best met by manual, software, or hardware
functions; making maximum use of commercial off-the-shelf
or already developed components [10]
Ú iRefA ABB should indicate the means how it can be
		
instantiated (HW, SW, make, buy)
Ú Concern / Views / Lists of ABB-T according to
		
above means

• Partitioning large systems into (successive layers of)
subsystems and components each of which can be
handled by a single engineer, team of engineers,
or subordinate architect [10]:
o
o

Modularity (ABBs) and Service Orientation of
iRefA
Concern Views showing the Technology
Layer, e.g., each root with their consumed
ABBs / services

• Developing guidelines, criteria and specifications (Request for
Quotation) for solution building block and product selection
• Keeping up with the latest communication, compute,
storage and hardware technologies. Following 		
system implementation and system usage
• Interfacing with the user(s) and sponsor(s) and all other
stakeholders in order to determine their (evolving) needs [10]:
Ú List of Stakeholders and their concerns

• Developing partitioning algorithms (and other processes) to
allocate all present and foreseeable requirements into discrete
partitions such that a minimum of communications is needed
among partitions, and between the user and the system [10]:
Ú 3-Layer iRefA, each decomposed into ABBs. Common
iRefA Technology Layer and its ABB-T to create multiple
Applications
Ú Usage Guidance for applying iRefA layers and extending
(when and how to extend)

Ú Usage Guidance: Stakeholder concern driven architec		
ture and architecture description. iRefA list of
		
stakeholder and concerns may serve as checklist for
		
use case specific list
• Generating the highest level of system requirements,
based on the user's needs and other constraints [10]:
Ú iRefA will identify and qualify the highest level
		 non-functional requirements and architectural principles
		
(use cases to quantify and provide functional
		
requirements) Usage Guidance (Section 4)

• Ensuring that this set of high level requirements is
consistent, complete, correct, and operationally defined [10]:
o

Ú

iRefA to provide a checklist of potential nonfunctional requirements and architectural
principles

Usage Guidance (Section 4)

• Performing cost–benefit analyses to determine whether
requirements are best met by manual, software, or
hardware functions; making maximum use of commercial
off-the-shelf or already developed components [10]:
Ú
Ú

iRefA ABB should indicate the means how it can be
instantiated (HW, SW, make, buy)
Concern / Views / Lists of ABB-T according to above means

• Ensuring that a maximally robust design is developed:
Ú Largely out of scope for iRefA
Ú Architecture principles: Service orientation, Cloud
native application, technology and security layers;
Redundancy in SW not HW, Stateless workers…
• Generating products such as sketches, models, an early user
guide, and prototypes to keep the user and the engineers
constantly up to date and in agreement on the system to be
provided as it is evolving [10]:
Ú Use metamodel and ABB to describe and document
concepts
Ú Use iRefA tooling and maintain / extend iRefA artifacts

• Ensuring that all architectural products and products
with architectural input are maintained in the most current state and never allowed to become obsolete [10]:
Ú maintain / extend iRefA artifacts, use architecture
database for storing, maintaining and sharing
iRefA artifacts
Ú System description based on iRefA, extended with
implementation aspects (separate document, same
database)
Ú Apply the ADM and iRefA tooling to generate formally
correct lists, matrices, views (instead of e.g., MS Office)
Ú Usage Guidance for iRefA

• Driving decisions about the organization of a software
system, the selection of the structural elements and their
interfaces by which the system is composed, together with
their behavior as specified in the collaborations among
those elements [11]:
Ú iRefA provides the architectural principles which shall
guide the decision making. These principles are based
on / backed by the findings of the technology tracks
TP3-x.
Ú ABB describe functions, services, relations and services
parameter such that their behavior is easily understood
Ú

Usage Guidance

• Developing guidelines, criteria and specifications
(Request for Quotation) for solution building block
and product selection
• Keeping up with the latest communication, compute,
storage and hardware technologies. Following system
implementation and system usage.

The key aspects of the role of an Innovation Manager
are as follows [12]:
• Managing and evaluating portfolio data and innovation
pipeline assisting strategic decision-making and
Go-to-Market process
• Ensuring to interpret business strategy and determine
innovative solutions supporting strategy implementation
• Design, research, develop, analyze and suggest new
marketing concepts as well as strategies
• Ensuring to share decisions’ authority to translate
strategies in procedures and programs
• Perform as strategic partner to head innovation of
influence change and new processes
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APPENDIX C
IREFA USE CASE TEMPLATE

Technical Requirements /* User Guidance Step 4*/

IC4F USE CASE DESCRIPTION

Required																			

Root: Service Parameter

Possible Technologies /* User Guidance Step 4 */
The following table is automatically generated by the iRefA Tooling and data in the iRefA repository

Use Case Title /* User Guidance Step 1 */

ABB-T/S																			

Service Parameter value ranges

Use Case Aspect (High-level textual description; reference aspect list of use case document) /*
User Guidance Step 1 */

Technology Selection Criteria /* User Guidance Step 4 */
Technology Alternative														

Selection Criteria

Involved Actors /* User Guidance Step 1/2*/
(separation in persons, devices, APPLICATIONS, network infrastructure)
Placement Requirements /* User Guidance Step 4 */
Requirement																		

Placement Parameter

Preconditions /* User Guidance Step 1 */ (not included in Use Case)

Possible Device Classes /* User Guidance Step 4 */
Scope /* User Guidance Step 1 */ separation in two parts: “in scope” and “out of scope”

Usage of IS entities by stakeholders /* User Guidance Step 3 */
Application / Data Entity													

Stakeholder: Usage

Device Class																		

Selection Criteria

Selected Device Classes and Technology Placement /* User Guidance Step 4 */
Device Class																		

Technology Functions (placed on the device)
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APPENDIX E
GLOSSARY

Architecture Repository

A database of all architecture-specific elements required during the iRefA architecture
development process including the ABB Catalog and the Architecture Pattern Catalog.
This repository is not yet available.

Artifacts

These are created in order to describe a system, solution, or state of the enterprise.
They can be iRefA-defined artifacts or user-defined artifacts.

Checklist

List of Q&A that reflect the experience and best practices gathered during the IC4F project. It
may be used during initial phases to collect all key information and reduce ambiguity for the
architecture development. In later phases for fine tuning according to exit criteria (concerns/
requirements addressed, under budget, etc.). At this stage the checklists are not yet described in
this document.

Child ABB

Leaf building block derived from the Root ABB or other Child ABB. A Child ABB must meet
specific service requirements.

This glossary is the IC4F project level lexicon of the iRefA’s
important terms and their meanings. It gives us the status of
Description

corresponding deliverables.

Manual for stakeholders to create architectures. It defines all the main concepts used in the
iRefA and the iRefA Metamodel. This document describes the iRefA in Section 3.

Framework
ABB Catalog

for modelling and implementing diverse I4.0 use cases. This document describes the iRefA

List and description of architectural building blocks (ABBs). At this stage the ABBs are described

content framework in Section 3.

using Markdown syntax.
Metamodel
ABB-A

iRefA specification of Architecture Building Blocks, User Guidance, and corresponding Tooling

Covers mainly the logical level of the different types and connected iRefA’s ABBs and is
technology-aware. The ABBs are available in the ABB catalog. The mapping between ABBs and

Application ABB. This ABB is to be found in the Application Layer.

SBBs (physical, vendor-aware building blocks) may be supported by the toolkit. The Metamodel
is described in this document in Section 3.3.1.3.
ABB-B

Business ABB. This ABB is to be found in the Business Layer.

Root ABB

High-level building block required to meet stakeholders’ concerns and first ABB
visible to any other layer.

ABB-DE

Data Entity ABB. This ABB is to be found in the Data Layer.

Toolkit

Architecture design toolkit offering partially or fully automated tools to facilitate the
architecture development process and finally find the best match of the ABBs from the
ABB Catalog or Pattern Catalog. At this stage the toolkit is under development.

ABB-S

Security ABB. This ABB is to be found in the Security Framework.
Use Case Template

Template provided by the iRefA for users to describe a use case with pertinent sections. The
use case description evolves during the architecture development process as requirements,

ABB-T

constraints, preconditions, etc. get better understood. The use case template is defined in this

Technology ABB. This ABB is to be found in the Technology Layer.

document in Appendix D .

Architecture Content Framework

Description of how the iRefA architecture should look like when ready. The companion of the

User Guidance

iRefA to create industrial enterprise architectures. It will be used as the reference guide for the

content framework is the User Guidance where inputs and expected outputs of the iRefA usage

development of the Toolkit. The User Guidance is today described in this document in Section 4.

are defined. At this stage this document describes the iRefA content framework.
Architecture Pattern Catalog

Architectures or their subsets that have been developed using the iRefA with clear boundaries/
areas and can be reused for further architectural development. This catalog is not yet available.

Structured and user-friendly process based on TOGAF’s ADM. It shows users how to use the

Views

Approach to visualize, address, and resolve stakeholders’ concerns. iRefA toolkit may support
the creation of diagrams to depict graphically the abstract views that address those concerns
(viewpoints). They may be business, security, data, technology, etc. or restricted to a sub-set of
the architecture (patterns views). The existing views are defined in this document.

